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Papers in this series have resulted from technical activities of The
Hydrologic Engineering Center. Versions of some of these have been published
in technical journals or in conference proceedings. The purpose of this
series is to make the information available for use in the Center's training
program and for distribution within the Corps of Engineers.
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OPERATIONAL SIMULATION OF A RESERVOIR SYSTEM WITH PUMPED STORAGE

By George F. McMahonl, A. M., A.S.C.E., Vernon R. Bonner 2 , M.,

A.S.C.E., Bill S. Eichert3 , M., A.S.C.E.

Introduction

Reservoir operation for multiple subject purposes often conflicts with

optimal operation for individual purposes. This paper describes an

operational simulation used to evaluate the effects of the addition of

pumped storage on hydropower production and recreation useability of a

reservoir system. The operational simulation is in support of a study

to determine the feasibility of installing pump-turbines at the Richard

B. Russell Dam and Lake project, presently under construction and

currently authorized for conventional hydropower, flood control, and

recreation. The pumped-storage feasibility study addresses the

recreational, environmental, hydropower, water supply, and economic

impacts of pumped storage and conventional hydropower production at

Russell on Corps of Engineer's dams on the Savannah River.

IHydraulic Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah

District, Savannah, Georgia.

2Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic

Engineering Center, Davis, California.

3 Director, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering

Center, Davis, California.

Presented at Water Systems 79 Conference - American Society of Civil
Engineers, Houston, Texas, February 1979.



These dams are Hartwell (in operation since 1962), Richard B. Russell,

and Clark Hill (in operation since 1952). The purpose of the feasi-

bility study was to investigate the need for and feasibility of adding

pump turbines to the Richard B. Russell dam. Since the most feasible

plan based on economic, environmental, and social considerations called

for 300 MW of additional peaking capacity at Russell, the operational

simulation was performed using the authorized 300 MW of conventional

capacity in addition to the 300 MW pumped-storage capacity. The

simulation was performed to furnish better information on hydropower

production and reservoir pool elevations and fluctuations than had

previously been available. Specific data furnished by the simulation

for the Savannah River dams included hydropower production using

different operational requirements with and without pumped storage at

Russell, within-day reservoir pool fluctuations, and reservoir pool

elevation-duration data.

Hydropower production was simulated in order to determine system

energy output with and without pumped storage at Richard B. Russell,

and to determine pumping requirements. This information was useful in

ascertaining operational methods for the system which will decrease

primary energy shortages, dump energy, and pumping energy requirements,

while maintaining a balance of system storage and meeting all other

system requirements. This study was not conducted to determine system

reliability, but only to develop operational information from expected

system requirements. Three general conditions simulated were system



operation without pumped storage at Russell, system operation with

pumped storage at Russell, and system operation with pumped storage and

additional at-site requirements at Russell. The last was performed to

insure full or even slight over-utilization of Russell in the system

for purposes of determining maximum pool fluctuations in Russell and

Clark Hill reservoirs.

Since Richard B. Russell with pumped storage will have more than

the combined generating capacity of Clark Hill and Hartwell with only

about 1/10 of their respective conservation storages, the effect of the

addition of pumped storage on reservoir pool fluctuations and sub-

sequent recreation useability of all three reservoirs merited particu-

lar study. Severe pool fluctuations can adversely affect recreation

due to reservoir shoreline erosion and increased difficulty of main-

taining recreation areas. It was felt that fluctuations of more than 2

feet per day would be unacceptable from a recreation standpoint. The

operational simulation yielded results from which judgements concerning

recreation useability could be incorporated into the feasibility

study.

Description of the Savannah River System

For the purposes of the study, the Savannah River system consists

of three Corps of Engineers hydropower plants located in tandem on the

Savannah River. A general location plan of the three reservoirs is

shown in Figure 1.
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Hartwell, the most upstream project, is located on the Savannah

River approximately 7 miles below the confluence of the Tugaloo and

Seneca Rivers, about 7 miles east of Hartwell, Georgia. The plant was

placed in operation in 1962 as a 264-MW peaking plant, operating at an

average head of 180 feet (55m). The lake has an annual visitor atten-

dance of more than 7 million and ranks amoung the top ten most popular

Corps of Engineers lakes in the United States. Storage demands on

Hartwell are limited to peaking power production. The drainage area

above Hartwell is 2,088 square miles and the lake has nearly 1.5

million acre feet (1.85 x 109 m3 ) of power storage.

The Richard B. Russell (formerly Trotters Shoals) Dam and Lake

project is presently under construction and is located on the Savannah

River 30 miles below Hartwell near Calhoun Falls, South Carolina. The

local drainage area between Hartwell and Russell is 812 square miles.

Russell is currently authorized as a 300-MW peaking plant, although

feasibility studies for inclusion of pumped storage are presently

underway as previously discussed. If pumped storage were authorized at

Russell, pump turbines will be installed with an additional capacity of

300 MW. Average generation and pumping head will be approximately 145

feet (44m) with the upper end of Clark Hill Lake serving as the pumping

forebay. Storage demands at Russell will be limited to peaking power

production with either conventional or pumped-storage operation,

although there is much less power storage (126,800 acre-feet or 1.56 x

108m3 ) than at either Hartwell or Clark Hill. The plant will

be operated on a daily cycle with pumped storage.
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Clark Hill Lake is located on the Savannah River downstream of

Russell approximately 22 miles above Augusta, Georgia. Clark Hill was

placed in operation in 1952 for peaking power, but is also required to

maintain average daily flows above a certain level for navigation on

the Savannah River below Augusta. Installed capacity at Clark Hill is

280 MW conventional at an average head of 146 feet (45m). Local drain-

age area between Russell and Clark Hill is 3,244 square miles, and the

lake has over 1 million acre-feet (1.23 x 109m3 ) of power

storage. Clark Hill is also one of the ten most popular Corps of

Engineers lakes, with an average annual visitation of 5 million. Since

the lake forms the potential pumping forebay for the Russell project,

pumping at Russell will impact reservoir pool fluctuations at Clark

Hill.

Previous Studies

There have been many studies of other reservoir systems for re-

creation usability and hydropower production, although, to the best of

the writers' knowledge, there have been no operational simulations

which satisfy both objectives and include system power and pumped-

storage operation. Studies for Georgia Power Company's Wallace

Daml have some features in common with the Richard B. Russell

project. Wallace Dam, a low-head project in the headwaters of Georgia

Powers' Lake Sinclair, was studied for conventional and pumped-storage

feasibility. Wallace Dam, like Russell, has a small annual power pool

fluctuation (2 feet versus 5 feet for Russell). Wallace Dam also has a
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relatively small amount of power storage, and 324-MW of combined pump

and conventional generation capacity. Fstimates were made in the

Wallace Dam study of normal daily reservoir drawdown, normal reservoir

elevation, and average annual energy production, although there is no

discussion of these estimates being based on an operational simula-

tion.

Probably the most extensive power pondage and water surface

fluctuation studies have been performed for reservoir systems in the

Pacific Northwest2 ,3 . These studies include hourly routings for

selected 1-week periods in various seasonal periods defined by flow

conditions and generation requirements. Simulations were conducted for

15 reservoirs operated to meet system power demands. Water surface

fluctuations were evaluated using routing methods available in the

SSARR (Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation) model or the SOCH

(Simulation of Open-Channel Hydraulics) program. These studies did not-

specifically simulate pool fluctuations at pumped-storage plants, how

ever. inventory studies of pumped storage sites have been performed in

the Pacific Northwest4 , in which the effects of daily/weekly draw

down on reservoir recreation were addressed, but not evaluated.

Several other hydropower studies have been conducted in the North-

east5 , but none include operational simulations for system energy

and pumped storage.
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In addition to methods developed in support of the studies dis

cussed above, other methods have been developed to model reservoir

systems6  and reservoir operation for recreation useability 7 .

However, these are primarily optimization models and do not provide for

pumped storage or system energy.

Description of the Model.

The operational simulation for the Savannah River system was per

formed using a version of the computer program HEC-5C (Simulation of

Flood Control and Conservation Systems) originally developed and later

modified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering

Center for pumped-storage and system energy applications. The program

simulates sequential operation of a system of reservoirs in any

configuration for historic or synthetic inflow periods. The program

was developed to assist in planning studies for evaluating proposed

reservoirs in a system and to assist in allocating storage for each

project in the system. The original program did not have system energy

or pumped storage capabilities, although these were developed and added

to the program for the operational simulation. Specifically the

program may be used to determine:

(1) Flood control and conservation storage requirements for each

reservoir in the system.

-,J

(2) The influence of a system of reservoirs on the spatial and

temporal distribution of runoff in a basin.
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(3) The evaluation of operational criteria for flood control and

conservation (including conventional and pumped storage hydropower) for

a system of reservoirs operating individually or as a system.

(4) The epected annual flood damages, systems costs, power bene-

fits, and system benefits for flood damage reduction.

Reservoirs can be operated to meet requirements at any number of

downstream control points. Upstream tandem reservoirs may not be

operated directly for control points below a downstream tandem reser-

voir, although HEC-5C considers upstream system storage when making

releases from the downstream reservoir.

HEC-5C was applied in this study to evaluate the effects of

operation to meet hydropower and navigation requirements on reservoir

elevations and fluctuations. The routing interval used for the

simulation was 24 hours, although any integral number of hours can be

used.

Pumped storage was added to the program by using a dummy reservoir

with no storage to define the pumping of whter from the lower reservoir

to the upper reservoir. Power data input for the dummy location Is

applicable to pumping, rather than generating. These data include

pumping capacity, efficiency, penstock capacity and available pumping

energy. Figure 2 shows the model arrangement for the Savannah River

system, including the dummy reservoir.

9
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The initial estimate of pumpback discharge is based on the avail-

able energy defined by input. The tailwater elevation is based on the

higher of the base level elevation or the lower reservoir level. The

upper reservoir elevation is used with the tailwater elevation in com-

puting the head. Two feet of head loss are added by the program for

all hydraulic losses. The computed discharge is checked to ensure it

does not exceed the penstock capacity. Checks are also made to ensure

there is sufficient water in the lower reservoir and that the upper re-

servoir is not filled above top of power pool elevation.

System energy capabilities were also added to HEC-5C. System

energy requirements are met by drawing from system storage within daily

plant factor constraints specified for each site. At the start of each

time period, the modified routine for system energy determines what re-

leases are required to provide the total energy while keeping the power

reservoirs at the same level (same fraction of available power

storage). The allocation routine also considers the minimum flow and

nower requirements of individual projects and pumpback discharges. The

release allocation is then used by the program for that time period.

If there are no other constraints on the system to change the releases,

all system projects will be drawn down together to meet the total

energy requirement. For flood control operations, current releases can

be constrained by current requirements and forecasted inflows. Fore-

casting constraints are not used in determining conservation releases.

I- 1



Within the 24-hour time interval used in the simulation, the pro-

gram used average daily data and provided end-of-day reservoir storage

and elevation. To provide an estimate of pool fluctuations between the

pumping and generating cycle, the program was modified to estimate a

mid-day storage and elevation. All pumping was assumed to occur during

the first half of the day and all generating was assumed to occur

during the second half of the day. This does not imply there were 12

hours of generating energy required or pumping energy available, since

generating and pumping are limited by input plant factor constraints.

The separation into two periods reflects the fact that pumping and

generating do not occur simultaneously. Inflows and evaporation were

distributed to the two half-day periods. The two daily elevations and

their differences were written to a scratch file for later processing.

A detailed description of the HEC-5C model including input-output

requirements and options can be found in the users' manual8 .

Model Input and Data Managment

I
SELECTION OF ROUTING PERIOD. The base period selected for simula-

tion included water years 1951-1961, due to the availability of un-

regulated stream flow data at gages near all three plants on the

Savannah River, and to this period including the period of maximum

drawdown for Hartwell and Clark Hill. Clark Hill became operational in

1952 and Hartwell became operational in 1962, and therefore, after

12



1962, all flows below Hartwell were regulated. Since the effects of

system operation were to be investigated, outflows regulated by at-site

requirements at Hartwell could not be used in the analysis.

STREAMFLOW AND EVAPORATION DATA. The routing interval selected

for the operational simulation was 24 hours. Average daily discharge

data were obtained from streamflow gage records on the Savannah River,

using the U.S.G.S. WATSTORE data retrieval system. The three gaging

stations used were U.S.G.S. Numbers 012187 at Iva, SC. (near Hartwell),

021890 at Calhoun Falls, S.C. (near the Russell damsite), and 021970 at

Augusta, Ga. (below Clark Hill). The Iva gage furnished local inflows

at Hartwell. In order to determine local inflows at Russell, flows at

the Calhoun Falls gage were correlated to same and previous day flows

at the Iva gage. The reason for multiple correlation was to account

for lag time between gages. The correlation yielded an equation of the

form:

Q'2 Calhoun Falls = CIQI Iva + C2Q2 Iva + C3

where subscripts 2 and I denote same and previous days, respectively.

Local inflows at Russell were then computed using the following

.1 relationship:

13



Q local RBR =12 Calhoun Falls - C1 Ql Iva + C2Q2 Iva

C +C
1 2

This yielded a statistically accurate set of local inflows such that:

Calhoun Falls = Q Iva + Q local

Inflows at Clark Hill after 1952 were obtained from plant opera-

tional records, and were similarly correlated with same and previous

day flows at Iva. Because Clark Hill inflow records reflect reservoir

evaporation, a few of the local inflows were computed to be negative,

indicating days in which evaporation and other losses were greater than

local inflow.

Average monthly evaporation values obtained from climatological

records for the inflow period were used in the simulation. Net aver-

age monthly evaporation and pool elevation-surface area data are used

in HEC-5C to compute evaporation losses for the routing interval se-

lected. Evaporation computations were made for Hartwell and Russell,

but not for Clark Hill due to previous inclusion of evaporation in

computed local inflows. Net average monthly evaporation data were

determined by subtracting average monthly precipitation from total

average monthly evaporation.

14
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RESERVOIR ELEVATIONS, AREAS, STORAGES AND CAPACITIES. These data

were available from design memoranda from all three projects.

Elevation-area-storage curves, tailwater rating curves, and spillway

rating curves provided physical data required as input to HEC-5C.

Tailwater rating curves and reservoir elevations, along with turbine

efficiency data are required for computation of discharge-generating

capacity-operating head relationships. Generating and pumping

capacities can be limited by overload ratios. Pumping performance data

were obtained for the pump turbines at Russell and used in HEC-5C to

determine pumping capacities for headwater and tailwater conditions

during pumping.

HYDROPOWER AND NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS. At-site average monthly

power requirements for Hartwell and Clark Hill were obtained from oper-

ational records, along with predicted requirements for Russell from

previous hydropower studies for conventional power production.

It was assumed for the purposes of the simulation that the plant

factors at Russell with pumped storage would be the same as with the

originally authorized conventional installation. This assumption was

based upon recommendations of the Southeastern Power Administration.

It was recognized that variation in pumping cycle durations can allow

for variation in generating plant factor and greater marketing

flexibility.9  Monthly and daily plant factors were determined for

15



Hartwell, Clark Hill, and Richard B. Russell. Daily plant factors were

expressed as percentages of total weekly power production which are in

turn utilized in HEC-5C as percentages of total monthly power produc-

tion. Daily plant factors at all three plants are used in the model to

define duration of daily full-capacity generation at each plant when

operating for system or at-site requirements. Generation at Hartwell

and Russell is generally confined to 5 days per week, while it is

desirable to maintain an average daily discharge of 6,300 cfs from

Clark Hill for river navigation (control point 4 on Figure 2). The

minimum average daily release required from Clark Hill is 5,800 cfs.

Pumping plant factors for Richard B. Russell were determined by

considering availability of pumping energy and time constraints on

pumping. System monthly generation energy requirements were determined

by summing monthly at-site requirements at Hartwell and Clark Hill

along with expected at-site demands at Russell.

RESERVOIR STORAGE LEVELS. All three reservoirs were divided into

levels, representing percentages of flood control, power and other

project requirement storages. These levels are used in HEC-5C to de-

fine storage limits for various types of releases, and for determina-

tion of system storage balance. System storage balance is achieved

when all projects are at the same level. For the three Savannah River

plants, it is desirable that all three projects be in the same mode of

operation simultaneously. For example, all projects should be in flood

control operation or have equal percentages of power storage remaining

16
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4

at any time. It was felt this type of operation would tend to minimize

energy dumped, pumping energy used, and primary energy shortages.

Reservoir levels defined by input can be varied from month to month,

allowing for rule curve operation of reservoirs. This was the case for

Hartwell and Clark Hill, whereas Russell's power storage and elevations

do not vary seasonally. Table 1 defines reservoir level divisions

shown in Figure 3.

Model Output and Simulation Results

OUTPUT OPTIONS UTILIZED. Some of the HEC-5C output options uti-

lized in the Savannah River system simulations are shown in table 2.

Two conditions were simulated for the three-plant system with pumped

storage at Richard B. Russell. The first case simulated operations

with at-site requirements of Russell equal to the expected at-site gen-

eration when operating in the system. The purpose of this simulation

was to insure Russell was being fully utilized (even slightly over-

utilized) in predicting the most severe within-day pool fluctations

that could be expected to occur at Russell and Clark Hill. The second

case simulated operations of the three-plant system for system energy.

Both simulations included at-site navigation release requirements at

Clark Hill. An additional simulation of system operation without the

pump turbines at Russell was performed. This case produced results for

17
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TABLE I
Reservoir Levels and Release Requirements

Level Definition and Release Requirements

I Top of inactive pool or minimum power
pool; releases are made to pass inflow
or minimum required release below this
level, whichever is less.

5 Top of buffer; minimum required or
primary power releases are made below

this level.

6-14 Equal volumes of power storage within a

reservoir; level 14 is maximum power pool
and mimimum flood control pool; releases
are made for primary power or minimum
desired releases.

15 Top of flood control pool; primary and

secondary energy releases with maximum
flow constraints are made to return pool

to maximum power pool. All inflows are
released above level 15.

I

J 19
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*1mat

comparison with system operation with pumped storage. Tables 3, 4, and

5 show simulation results of power production for these three condi-

tions.

In addition to output described in table 2, daily pool elevations

and within day pool fluctuations at each reservoir were written to a

scratch file for statistical analysis. A utility program was developed

to compile cumulative density distributions for these data by reser-

voir. Mean, standard deviation, and skew data for the distributions

are shown in table 6.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. Sensitivity tests during model development

were performed to evaluate differences in energy production and pool

* fluctuations due to operation of three-plant system with at-site

requirements at Russell from energy production due to pure system

operation. Operation for system energy was found to significantly

reduce dump energy, primary energy shortages, and pumping energy from

operation with at-site requirements. This is evident from data shown

in tables 3 and 4. Additional benefits of system operation were the

reduction of average within-day pool fluctuations at Russell and Clark

Hill, and a better balance of reservoir storage levels.

Sensitivity tests to evaluate the effect of adjusting system

energy requirements were also conducted, producing significant changes

in reservoir drawdown and primary energy shortages. It was

21



TABLE 3

System Energy With At-site Requirements at Richard B. Russell

Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual
Average Energy Energy Primary Dump Pumping
Capacity Required Generated Shortage Energy Energy
(MW) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH)

.°I

Hartwell 295.00 - 425.842 - -

Richard 635.865 775.698 753.404 - - 547.306

B. Russell

Clark 304.857 - 586.789

Hill

Total 1,236.322 1,483.955 1,766.035 94.659 376.758 547.306
System

22
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TABLE 4

I System Energy

Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual
Average Energy Energy Primary Dump Pumping
Capacity Required Generated Shortage Energy Energy
(MW) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH) (GWH)

Hartwell 293.990 -425.612---

Richard 636.426 -708.648 -- 472.704
B. Russell

* Clark 304.647 -589.413---

HIll.

Total 1,235.063 1,483.955 1,723.672 86.385 326.102 472.704
System

23



TABLE 5

System Energy Without Pumped Storage at Richard B. Russell

System Energy

Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual Avg Annual
Average Energy Energy Primary Dump Pumping
Capacity Required Generated Shortage Energy Energy

(MW) (GWH) (OWH) (GWH) (GWli) (GWH)

Hartwell 291.409-----

Richard 318.913-----
B. Russell

Clark 304.551- --

HIll

Total 914.873 1,094.177 1,423.611 69.905 399.339-
System

24
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found that monthly system energy requirements could not be lowered

below a certain minimum level without causing an imbalance in reservoir

storage levels. When energy requirements were too low, power releases

through the system were too low to support downstream navigation

requirements, causing Clark Hill to make up the difference and

subsequently drawing down relative to Hartwell and Russell. When high

at-site requirements were placed on Richard B. Russell, both Russell

and Clark Hill were found to draw down relative to Hartwell, due to

excessive generating and pumping at Russell.

Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study

The operational simulation and statistical summaries produced suf-

ficient information to satisfy many objectives of the pumped-storage

feasibility study. In addition, some of the information furnished by

the operational simulation is expected to be useful in future studies.

The methodology developed in this investigation is expected to

provide the basis for real-time regulation of the Savannah River system

when the Richard B. Russell project is brought on-line.

The simulation results yielded evidence that system operation is

more efficient than operation for at-site requirements, producing less

- I dump energy, pumping energy, and primary energy shortages. In

addition, system operation was simulated to reduce pool fluctuations



and achieve a better balance of reservoir storage levels than operation

with at-site requirements.

Since the routing period included the period of maximum drawdown

for the system, and primary energy shortages were simulated to be very

small relative to total energy requirements, system capacity at plant

factors specified for the simulation was considered reliable, although

the simulation was not performed to determine system reliability.

Plant factors were largely based on operational records, and therefore

the simulation was felt to be realistic in terms of system reliability.

It can be noted from data presented in Tables 4 and 5 that the ratio of

primary energy shortage to system demand with pumped storage is

approximately 10 percent smaller than for system operation without

pumped storage. This indicates that the addition of pumped storage

could provide somewhat greater flexibility in meeting system

requirements.

Further study would be useful to develop methods for achieving

optimal operational economy within the constraints of project

requirements for pumped storage systems. Although there have been a

number of optimization studies for operation of reservoir systems, none

have been applied to pumped-storage systems for maximization of

recreation, water supply, navigation, generation capacity, and primary

energy benefits minus pumping costs. Additional refinements will be
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incorporated into HEC-5C for allocation of reservoir storage releases,

although optimization routines are not presently planned.
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I APPENDIX II - NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

Sff Constants of regression

GWH = Gigawatt hours (109 watt hours)

g ff Skew coefficient of pool elevations

g fi Skew coefficient of pool fluctuations

MW f Megawatts (106 watts)

Q = Daily discharge

f Average of daily discharges

f Least squares estimator of daily discharge

ffi Average pool elevation, feet mean sea level

Y fi Average daily pool fluctuation in feet

= Standard deviation of pool elevations.

= Standard deviation of pool fluctuations.
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